
Aim of BlueHealth Project 
Quantify the impacts on population health and wellbeing of existing and novel 
interventions and policy initiatives connected to urban blue infrastructure, and to identify 
opportunities and obstacles from cross sectoral collaborations in this area.   
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What do we mean by Bluespace? 
Within the scope of “BlueHealth” we define bluespaces as outdoor environment – either natural, or 
manmade- that prominently feature water and are accessible to human, either proximally (being in, on, or 
near water) or distally or virtually, (being able to see, hear, or otherwise sense water). (Grellier et al., 2017) 
 
Mounting evidence suggest that interacting with nature or nature-based solutions in urban area can have 
positive effects for physical health and mental well-being.  
 
So, the focus here is to investigate…. how do blue environments specially provide us Health and wellbeing 
benefits? 

Describing “ BlueHealth” 
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Two out of many other specific objectives of BlueHealth relevant to BEAT 
 
• Develop innovative methodologies (including quantitative and qualitative indicators) for assessing the opportunities and 

challenges of health from blue infrastructure, while also considering their economic, environmental and equity related 
implications.   

• Assess and evaluate specific blue infrastructure case study interventions in a range of setting (e.g. coastal environment or care 
homes), cultural, climatic context, and incorporating innovative technologies where appropriate such as virtual reality 

• Bluehealth takes an international and innovative, multi-disciplinary and cross 
sectoral approach to health promotion and disease prevention. 

• Blue Infrastructure is key to EU’s Health in all policy agenda.  
• Involves detailed and systematic consideration of the blue infrastructure 

interventions. 
• Using several case study sites across Europe, to explore the varying geographical, 

climatic, cultural and environmental conditions and also challenges at individual 
level through community to population level. 

• Integration urban blue infrastructure into spatial planning design and local 
policies 

• Crucial to understand “bluespace environmental types and quality”  

Describing “ BlueHealth” 



BlueHealth: Concepts and approaches 
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• Blue infrastructure can directly or indirectly promote health and prevent disease, 
• There is a clear (however yet to be explored) mechanism and pathway appears to 

play a major role in achieving these benefits  
• Coastal or inland waterbodies, are prime locations for leisure and tourism, homes 

or hotels with water views are significantly more expensive. 

Source: http://www.landezine.com/index.php/landscapes/landscape-architecture/realized-projects/waterfront 
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Source: BlueHealth project Report, 2015 
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Schematic representation of relationships among mature, health, and 
underlying Mechanism. Solid lines  represent established relationship 
and dashed lines represent weak and inconsistent relationship   
Steg et al. 2013, Health Benefits of Nature,  Environmental Psychology An Introduction, p. 53 

Exposure is an important 
mechanism that establishes the 
relationship between nature and 
health.  
 
1.Intentional (deliberately vising 
bluespace) 
2.Indirect (from window) 
3.Incidental (visual exposure 
during a commute)  

Keniger et al. 2013, What are the benefits of 
interacting with nature? Environmental 
Research and Public Health, 10, 913-935 
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Access to natural 
environment ( so far mostly 

green space) 

People’s perceived overall 
general health, longevity, 

physical health, social 
health and well-being. 

Experiencing Natural 
Environment Mental Health Well-being 

Nature Contact 

Physical restoration; 
Improved mood, Improved 
attention; Reduced stress 

and anxiety. 

Scientific principles and theoretical grounding and already 
established theories that provide substantial positive relationship 
between Nature and Health 

There are tested theories 
support this argument…. 
 
•Biophilia hypothesis 
(Wilson, 1984) 

•Stress Reduction Theory 
(Ulrich, 1984)  

•Attention Restoration 
Theory (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989)  

•Salutogenic Model 
(Antonovsky, 1996) 

Source: The James Hutton Institute, Centre for Expertise for Water (CREW), BlueHealth: Water, Health and Well-being  

Salutogenic Benefits of Bluespace 



Bluespace Affordances, setting and health and well-being:  
Evidence from literature  
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Preferences for water setting:  

Sea-side environment, presence of water, views of the bluespaces,  colour, climate or 
weather conditions, aesthetic, visual quality of the surrounding landscape and views to 
and from within, soundscape, choice of place of live 

Salutogenic health process of urban blue spaces  

•Experience space- sensory perception, aesthetic experience, association, image 
•Symbolic space- Symbols, signs, icons, tokens, emotion, identity, sense of place 
•Social space- relative equality, social relation, social activity 
•Activity space- activities, connections, context 
(Volker, 2015) 

Impact of bluespace on human health and wellbeing: Perception and preference Indicators 

•Perception and preference Indicators.  i.e costal vegetation, water views, humidity etc. 

•Landscape design indicators.  i.e. naturalness and spaciousness, design with water etc. 

•Emotional benefit indicator.  i.e. tranquillity, attention, interest, fascination etc. 

•Restoration and recreational benefit indicators. i.e. diversity in blue space, experience (recreation 
and aesthetic) etc. 
•Direct Health benefits indicators. i.e. extent of water views, water edge conditions etc.  
(Volker and Kistemann, 2011) 



Research Gap 
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• Most of bluespace research has been 
conducted in the UK and Germany 
 

• Traditional epidemiological research has 
so far ben enable to unpick the precise 
factors associated with blue 
infrastructure intervention that promote 
health and prevent disease 
 

• Gender, age related differences yet to be 
investigated  
 

• Challenges of health and environmental 
equity 
 

• Health related implications of climate 
change on our urban blue infrastructure  
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• BEAT has been developed as part of planning and design of blue spaces; 
• Evaluates a place in a holistic way, through integrating a number of domains (such as the 

social, physical or ecological);  
• Designed primarily for identifying the extent to which a particular blue space provides 

opportunities for obtaining exposure to water; 
• BEAT is for team of experts and Local communities or citizen groups  
• Elements of tool are objective and measurable on site and can be administered by single 

person; 
• The tool has been developed based on a systematic review using 39 existing place or space 

assessment tools from diverse disciplines i.e. Community planning, urban planning, public health, 
transport planning, urban design and place making, sustainability, environmental management etc. 

 

Development of Bluehealth Environmental  
Assessment Tool (BEAT) 
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When reviewing each tool, we considered the following aspects:  
 
• The theme which the tool functions Country and year of publication 
• The type of place or space under assessment 
• The scale of the place or space under assessment 
• Aim of the assessment and assessment types 
• Domains, factors, and criteria  
• Contributing discipline and intended users 
• Structure of the tool  
• Complexity, length, number of question asked 
• Data collection and assessment method 
• Scoring methods  
• Presentation and communication of the result 
• Validity and reliability of the tool 



Basic Description of Bluehealth Environmental  
Assessment Tool (BEAT) 

• A simple scoring system either categorical rating (1-5) or present or absent. 
• comparison can be made between different sites or for the same site at different 

time points.  
• The tools reviewed helped in clarifying and determining the domains for BEAT; 
• Each domain then subdivided into several factors or criteria, assessed separately 

and then summarised to give a score for the entire domain.  
• Tool has been divided into Four steps 
 Step1:  Preliminary Data about the site 
 Step2:  General Site Description  
 Step3:  On site Survey (terrestrial) 
 Step4:  Water Ecosystem Assessment 
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BEAT: Online Survey Tool  https://beatbluehealth.wixsite.com/site 
 

Survey page Guidance page 

https://beatbluehealth.wixsite.com/site
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BEAT: Online Survey Tool  https://beatbluehealth.wixsite.com/site 
 

Useful Information Contact 

https://beatbluehealth.wixsite.com/site


Physical  
and  
site  

context 

Neighbourhood 
quality 

Demographic 

Green connectivity 



Social Domain 

Safety & Security 

Aesthetic 

Accessibility &  
Use 

Management 

1.Accessibility 
2.Care, Maintenance and Management 
3.Facilities and Amenities 
4.Environmental- Quality/ Place Quality/ 
Landscape feature and quality 
5.Safety Security 
6.Use/ User, Place- Interaction (Activities) 
7.Community / Sense of Community / Social 
8.Space Design Aspects 
9.Cultural and Natural Heritage 
10.Sustainability Measures 
11.Hydrology 
12.Education 
13.Local Governance 
14.Marketing 
15.Property Value 



Standing water  
i.e. pond, lake etc. 

Running water  
i.e. River, Creeks. 

Running water  
i.e. Sea, Bays, Estuaries. 
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Guidance page 

BEAT: Guidance for the Terrestrial and Water Ecosystem Assessment 

• Guidance documents assist how to complete 
the assessment and what specific factors 
should be looked at when evaluating each 
domain and aspects. 

• Each assessment should be completed by at 
least two surveyors acting independently and 
their scores agreed or averaged.  

• Surveyors should practice the assessment and, 
receive 2 hrs. of training.   

• BEAT is applied via the web-interface which can 
be used on a laptop, tablet or smartphone, also 
using paper forms that available to download, 
and data may be entered later after the 
completion of the survey.  

• Post- intervention, 3rd step may be repeated, in 
order to record changes and establish if the 
intervention met its objectives. 
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BEAT: Step 1: Pre-site survey desk study  

1. Location 
2. Name of site, survey grid reference/GPS coordinates, area 

(ha)/length (m or km) 
3. Blue space type(s) (according to the list as used in the 

BlueHealth International Survey) 
4. Climatic zone and climate trends 
5. Site Context 
6. Brief description of the site, its current uses and general setting 
7. Historical information about the site  
8. Nature protection status, if any (Natura 2000 etc) 
9. Symbolism and memory associated with the area if available 

(may be more for local community groups) 
 

10. General description of the surrounding landscape and setting 
(built form, natural elements etc.) 

11. General description of the waterbody and its wider 
connectivity in the hydrological system 

12. Accessibility to the site (terrestrial and water-borne) 
13. Residential character of the neighbourhood 
14. Property types and ownership, population, socio-economic 

status, etc. 
15. Other green/blue spaces within 100m, 500m, 1km 
16. Tourism and recreational infrastructure and attractions within 

1km of the site 
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BEAT: Step 2: General Description of the Site 

1. Water type (fresh/salt/brackish) 
2. Tidal character (if tidal, what is range) 
3. Water depth (cross section showing profiles at different 

points) 
4. Currents (undertows etc.) 
5. Flood characteristics 
6. Riparian/water margin structure (slopes, embankments 

etc.) 
7. Edges (trees, reeds, shingle, sand, concrete walls etc.) 
8. Terrestrial land cover (grass, woodland, hard surfaced 

etc.) 
9. Paths and facilities within the site (benches, water 

access features etc.) 
10. Condition and activities at the time of survey 
11. General condition of each element at the time of survey 

and overview of the whole site: first impressions. 
 
This section is mainly descriptive and should be accompanied 
by the map and also photographs.  
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BEAT: Step 2: Onsite survey preparation 

BH Case study Site: Besos River Montcada,  
Barcelona 

BH Case study Site: City park Guimareas, Portugal 
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BEAT: Step 3: The On-Site Survey 

Social domain 
 Aspect 1: Use of the site 
 Aspect 2: Information and educational 
 aspects 
 Aspect 3 Safety and security 
Aesthetic domain 
 Aspect 1: Visual condition of the  
 surroundings of the site 
 Aspect 2: Visual quality of the site 
 Aspect 3 Non-visual aesthetic aspects 
Physical domain 
 Aspect 1: Access and circulation within the 
 site 
 Aspect 2 Accessibility for disabled people 
 Aspect 3: Terrestrial recreation structures 
 (visual quality, functionality, condition) 
 Aspect 4: Water access and recreational 
 structures (visual quality functionality, 
 condition) 
 Aspect 5: Management and maintenance 
 
Agreement on final score 
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BEAT: Step 3: Results  

Click the Response 
data button to get 

the results 

https://docs.google.com/spreadshee
ts/d/1M7GRm5GUCAvb7Nlkq7JtK2m
7WAnY4jQc7pnVWUJxmoY/edit#gid=
1334112792 
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1M7GRm5GUCAvb7Nlkq7JtK2m7WAnY4jQc7pnVWUJxmoY/edit%23gid=1334112792
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1M7GRm5GUCAvb7Nlkq7JtK2m7WAnY4jQc7pnVWUJxmoY/edit%23gid=1334112792
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1M7GRm5GUCAvb7Nlkq7JtK2m7WAnY4jQc7pnVWUJxmoY/edit%23gid=1334112792
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1M7GRm5GUCAvb7Nlkq7JtK2m7WAnY4jQc7pnVWUJxmoY/edit%23gid=1334112792
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BEAT: Step 4: Water Ecosystem Assessment 

Running water 
 Aspect 1: Substrate of the waterbody 
 Aspect 2: Human impact 
 Aspect 3: Ecosystem services 
 Aspect 4: Abiotic and Ecological aspects 
Standing Water 
 Aspect 1: Substrate of the waterbody 
 Aspect 2: Human impact 
 Aspect 3: Ecosystem services 
 Aspect 4: Abiotic and Ecological aspects 
Marine Environment 
 Aspect 1: Substrate of the waterbody 
 Aspect 2: Human impact 
 Aspect 3: Ecosystem services 
 Aspect 4: Abiotic and Ecological aspects 
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BEAT: Step 4: Water Ecosystem Assessment 
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Substrate Assessment 
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Human Impact Assessment 



(Good) 
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Indicators (Bad) 

Ecosystem Services Assessment 
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Ecosystem Services Assessment 
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Biological and Ecological Assessment 
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State of the Aquatic Environment 

Agreement on final score 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/
1S8aHYtPf6H0PK-NcPw3zu-
zeAT1GirsTi4bQzEQT2zQ/edit#gid=13582
44652 

 
 

Data and Results  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1S8aHYtPf6H0PK-NcPw3zu-zeAT1GirsTi4bQzEQT2zQ/edit%23gid=1358244652
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1S8aHYtPf6H0PK-NcPw3zu-zeAT1GirsTi4bQzEQT2zQ/edit%23gid=1358244652
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1S8aHYtPf6H0PK-NcPw3zu-zeAT1GirsTi4bQzEQT2zQ/edit%23gid=1358244652
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1S8aHYtPf6H0PK-NcPw3zu-zeAT1GirsTi4bQzEQT2zQ/edit%23gid=1358244652
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1S8aHYtPf6H0PK-NcPw3zu-zeAT1GirsTi4bQzEQT2zQ/edit%23gid=1358244652
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1S8aHYtPf6H0PK-NcPw3zu-zeAT1GirsTi4bQzEQT2zQ/edit%23gid=1358244652
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1S8aHYtPf6H0PK-NcPw3zu-zeAT1GirsTi4bQzEQT2zQ/edit%23gid=1358244652
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1S8aHYtPf6H0PK-NcPw3zu-zeAT1GirsTi4bQzEQT2zQ/edit%23gid=1358244652


C Download and read  
before survey 
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BEAT: Step 3: Survey forms for Terrestrial and Water Ecosystem 
assessment and practical information 

C 
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BEAT: Step 4: Survey Administration 

Survey has to be carried 
out within range of 
buffer areas, (Onsite, 0-
200m, 200-1000m) 



Parque Da Cidade case study site, Guimareas 
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Site, Site extent 
Key points locations for survey  
find out the dominating  character or 
aspects to separate zones 
 
Substrate Assessment- Most common 
and dominant to be selected 
 
Some aspects need through 
investigation (e.g. Abiotic and ecological 
aspects) 
 
Ecosystem services: Discuss and agree 
on aspects that common for both e.g. 
information on endangered species, 
protection area, Ecological importance, 
water used for drinking, cooling water 
or industrial water use etc. 
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BEAT: Step 4: Survey Administration 



Abiotic and ecological aspects:  
• Agree on common method or get data 

from reliable sources.  
• Water temp.? 
• Turbid water? 
• Micro-biological parameter? 
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BEAT: Step 4: Survey Administration 



Key point to consider: 
• Gather and read different maps to find out more information for each 

section as a desktop study e.g. information regarding aspects with different 
buffer range, specifically with in 200-1000m or within the watershed area, 

• While at site, read all the questions, and prepare a list of aspects or 
indicators that you will be looking for during initial walk around the blue 
space. 

• Prior agreement of observation path and specific points of observation 
either covering the full site /  or through sampling of key observation 
points. However, the site should be fully explored.  

• In case of large variations observed or anticipated, assessors may agree to 
divide the site into considerable zones either based on different biotopes 
or ecological variability, or/ and assessable or manageable site extent as 
one survey area.  

• Anything that is not mentioned in the forms, please make notes and add to 
the comment section. 
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BEAT: Step 4: Survey Administration 



Assessment Hours for case study site or segments of case study site:  
 Training: 2 Hours  
 Survey: 4-5 hours 
 Data entry: 30 -1hr minutes. 
 Moderation: 1-2 Hours   
Time of the observation 
 Any day with clear sky and good weather with comfortable 
 outdoor survey conditions 
Evidence of Environmental conditions 
 Please take pictures of aspects or phenomena in general and 
 specific observations during the day survey. They could be used 
 later to support the results and discussion of BEAT piloting.  
Health and safety 
 Please do not put yourself in unnecessary danger and look after 
 your own health and safety. Always let someone know where you 
 are, what you're doing and when you expect to be back. When 
 feeling threatened or in danger, leave the site immediately.  
 Wear appropriate outdoor shoes, as the place can be expected to 
 be muddy, wet and slippery. 
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BEAT: Step 4: Survey Administration 
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BEAT: Step 4: Reporting and score agreement 



Thank you for your attention 
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